
QUESTION: If you could design the Ult imate Math 
class, what would that look l ike? What would you 
do differently i f  you were the teacher/designer?  
There would be electronics with apps on it to help teach the students 
Posters 
People who struggle would get a lot of help 
Nothing I like the way it is 
My math class would be really fun doing math games and using 
technology in class 
Make math funner  and easier 
Like any other math class. 
Less graph paper use computers for graphs and don't force kids to work as 
a group 
it would look all white , desk, board, etc and a few supervisors to help the 
students 
It would have a helping and caring environment 
It would be a technology math room with all kinds of technolegy 
Instead of having to choose meth or science in grade 8 Everyone can try 
academic first  then the teachers assign our classss 
If I could design the Ultimate Math class it would have iPads to solve 
problems, have a friendly surrounding. If I was a teacher I would be nice to 
my students and help them when ever they needed it. 
If i could design the ultimate math class i would make it look so high tech 
and futuristic like if it was the year 3005. What i would do differently if i was 
the teacher /designer is let everyone keep an ipad and they would do all 
there work in the iPad , by removing pencils papers erasers and ect.. the 
classroom would be cleaner and more organized . And homework would 
never be lost by sending it and saving it to your google drive  accs. 
If I could design a ultimate math class it would look like a room full of math 
technology.& if I was a teacher or a designer the room would look 
differently. 
I wouldn't really wanna teach math 
I would use lots of technology and math materials 
I would show kids how to do the problem 
I would make sure every student would get the concept I was teaching 
even if it took my own time. Also would have snack time 

i would make everything fun and hands-on things 
I would make every math class really fun and tell the students how to do it 
step by step. 



I would like there to be a large amount of concrete materials for people to 
use so they can learn visually and physically. I would also allow the 
students to use their PED's for help like using the calculator. 
I would let each individual do the same work, however if they work better 
independently they can do that, or if they work well in groups they can do 
that. The student is in charge of themselves and can chose the way they 
want to do the work, according to what is best for them. 
I would let all of my students use any electronic device  but I would be very 
strict with them about social media and taking pictures. I would ask one of 
my students a math problem every ten mins 

I would do more work using concrete materials 
I would design more tools for kids so that it's more easier for kids to learn. 
I would be very calm and never get mad, and make students do hard work 
for something in return 

I would anything 
I will put all math things on the wall 
I think it will just be doing what my teachers do 
I could design my math class with shapes and art made of shapes. I'll be 
teaching shape patterning. 
honestly I think that this class is already really good and well organized, 
like the projects for each unit is a smart idea. I don't really know what to do 
differently as the class is already fine . 
Have more hands on work 
By Going step by step and try to make them understand more  about the 
question 
All the kids would enter the classroom by means of water slide. There 
would be no homework, I would dress stupidly and dance in front of class. 
Everything would be explained through song, and at the end of the day, we 
all get cotton candy. More like a circus than a math class. 
A understanding teacher that likes to make math class fun 
A class that would have textbooks explaining certain concepts thoroughly. 
Computers available for student use. Rewards for certain 
accomplishments such as, figuring out a hard question (that nobody else 
could finish) with ease, in a small amount of time. And a very social class 
to ask and talk about the task at hand, to help anybody in need. 
A class full of math problems 

	  


